Production, songwriting, track-making, arrangement, and other elements of music production all the way
to concept planning and creation, artist production, promotion, project planning, and visual creation: mimi
and vivi's production duo "DFT (Don't Fxxxin' Touch)" has all bases covered when it comes to the
multifaceted realm of music production. Having endured the world's adversity since their childhood days
together, as adults their rebellious hearts and cynical gaze on modern society drove them to take up arms
with musical "battle tactics," exploring their art as a means to launch a counter-assault on capitalistic
music. The hip-hop and dance music-loving duo play a sound which skims across genres, meticulously
recreating all of the sounds into a deliberate dance music cross-over. DFT's passion for sound and
creativity shines through as each production lusters with world-class quality.

The "Player" in the unit DFT. Established as a world-class music
creator, she sets herself apart with her rather "un-Japanese" sense
of bass programing, and this more worldy musical outlook has
garnered her high acclaim with contract offers currently coming in
from the US. Since their debut in 2016, she has handled production
for a large number of domestic and international artists.

The "Brains" in the unit DFT. After hearing mimi's early
productions, vivi, who had previously decided to halt her career as a
composer, brought her past experience as a songwriter back to life
and heads the total production of DFT. Constantly drafting new
plans, mimi has the power to bring materialize ideas. Additionally,
her multi-sided talents extend to lyrical composition, video
production, management and more.

mimi has been interested in entertainment since childhood, and
enveloped herself in studying language, piano, and dance, on top of
being brought up through gifted education. She entered the club
scene as a dancer, eventually progressing onwards to her career as
a DJ. These experiences led to her budding talent and passion in
track-making, leading mimi to begin to take an active role in dance

Since childhood, vivi was enrolled in gifted education for language
and art, and began her career as a singer. She has an impressive
track record of collaborative works with SHINGO☆Nishinari,
evisbeats and countless other artists in the underground hip-hop
scene. Later on, she shifted direction to music composition. After
composing songs for a plethora of singers including Kana Nishino
and Yuna Ito among others, she formed DFT alongside mimi.

Accompanying the release of their 1st album "STORY TO TELL," DFT unveiled an original
short movie which utilized all of the songs from the album. Deviating from the
industry-standard approach of one promotion video per song, the work was picked up by
numerous media outlets in Japan and abroad, pushing it into the limelight. The full
15-minute work, filmed and presented as a short film, was supervised and directed by
international award-winning filmmaker Sayaka Nakane. The video unfolds with a new
approach as the actors and actresses lip-sync the entire film, and grew to more that just a
hot topic: the short movie grabbed awards and nominations from international film
festivals in L.A., Chicago, Berlin, and more, attaining high assessment across the board.

1. ROOM313 feat. K19 , Reno Rich
2. Saused Up feat. K19 , Reno Rich
3. Japaneek
4. Ditto feat. K19
5. Freaky
6. Gawd Of Dough feat. K19 , Reno Rich
7. V8
8. 999

From producing and songwriting to track-making and arrangement, mimi & vivi have all bases covered, taking full
charge as the producer team "DFT (Don't Fxxxkin' Touch).” Their development and career shrouded in enigma, the
duo released their 4 instrumental-, 4 MC performance-track album "Story to tell.” In their own words, they "want you
to experience the same sense of exaltation and invincibility that you feel after watching a mafia or juvenile
delinquent film," and true to those affirmations, the album exhibits a dazzling feel of both quality and underground
reverberation, a piece of work which captures a truly dope glimpse of the world. The compositions range from low
beat-oriented bass music and progressive house to extracted, floating trebles, but above all, their underlying sense
of respect towards their hip-hop roots ties together the uncategorizable, genre-less variety of sounds. In the midst
of this all, if there was one defining keyword for the album, it would be the namesake of their most cutting edge
hip-hop production, "Atlanta.” Taking the mic on 4 of their tracks are award-winning next-generation rappers K19 &
Reno Jr. They decided to record in the rapper's hometown of Atlanta, capturing the "right now" of Atlanta. The duo
of DFT had long expressed a desire to find "a skillful rapper from an authentic place," and the essence of this album
lies in this dream-come-true collaboration. By working on their productions in Japan, Atlanta, New York, Las Vegas,
and a number of other countries and regions, DFT were able to weave together different atmospheres and trends
and pursue an uncompromised, high-level of sound creation for this musical work. In stark contrast with the rough
world outlook presented throughout the album, listen closer and you will discover a lush soundscape of
meticulously calculated sounds layered one-by-one and genre-busting avant-garde beats sure to echo in your head.

Recent Tracks:
“YEDI” / SALU
“Cho Wavy De Gomenne (Official Remix)” / JP THE WAVY
少女時代 - DFT remix / 加藤ミリヤ
“Rap Battle Beats” / Ultimate MC Battle
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